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A tirm facing the nex s endor problem can manage. hut not a oid, the possibility of a
demand supply mismatch: order too much and ins entory is left os er at the end of the
season, but order too little and incur the opportunity cost of lost sales. The firm finds itself
in this situation because it comnuts to its entire suppl\ hefarc demand occurs. I his mode
of operation is often called IIia/’—1o—s1ut/ because all items enter finished goods ins cmor
(stock) before they are demanded. In other v ords, oh niakc—to—slock. the idcntit of an
oem’s es entual os ncr is not kno\\ ii x hen production of the item is initiated.
Fo reduce the demand suppl\ mismatches associated ith make—to—stock, a firm could
attempt to delay at least some production until better demand information is learned. l’or
example, a firni could choose to begin producing an item onl s hen it receises a (inn order
from a customer. Ihis mode of operation is often called niaAc—to—ordei or asse,n/)le—(o—
order. Dell Computer is probably the most well—knoss n and most successful company to
has e implemented the ascnihle—to—order model.
Make—to—stock and make—to—order are t o e\tremes in the sense that with one all pro
duction begins cli before demand is receis ed. hereas with the other production begins
onls after demand is kimss n. Bcts een an\ iss o extremes there also must be an intermediate
option Suppose the lead time to receis e an order is short relatis c to the length of’ the sell
ing season. A firm then orders some ins entor before the sellinu season starts so that some
product is on hand at the beginning of (lie season. After obsers ing early season sales, the
firm then suhnnts a second order that is receis ed well before the end of the season (due
to the short lead time). In this situation, the firm should make a conser’satise initial order
and use the second order to strategically respond to initial season sales: Sloss —selling prod—
nets are not replenished midseason, thereh reducing leftoser ins entory. ss hile fast—selling
products are replenished. thereb’ reducing lost sales.
The capabilit\ to place multiple orders during a selling season is an integral part of Ouuk
Rcyvnzc. Quick Response is a set 0) practices designed to reduce the cost of mismatches
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between supply and demand. It began in the apparel industry as a response to just—in—time
practices in the automohile industry and has since migrated to the grocery industry under
the label Efficient ( o,msioncr Response.
The aspect of’ Quick Response discussed in this chapter is the use of reactive capacity,
that is, capacity that alloss s a firm to place one additional order during the season, which
retailers often refer to as a ‘second buy.” As in Chapter II, we use O’Neill Inc. for our ease
anals sis. Furthermore. ss e assume throughout this chapter that the normal distribution ss ith
mean 3,192 and standard des iation 1.181 is our demand forecast for the Hammer 32.
‘I he first part of this chapter es aluates and minimizes the demand supply mismatch cost
to a make—to—stock firm, that is. a firm that has only a single ordering opportunity. as in the
ness ss endor model. Furthermore, we identify situations in which the cost of demand supply
mismatches is large. Those are the situations in which there is the greatest potential to
benefit from Quick Response with reactive capacity or make-to-order production. The
second part of this chapter discusses make-to—order relatis e to make—to—stock. The third
part stLidies reactive capacity: How should we choose an initial order quantity when some
reactis e capacity is asailable? And, as ss ith the newssendor model. boss do we esaluate
several performance measures.’ The chapter concludes ss ith a summary and managerial
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12.1

Evaluating and Minimizing the Newsvendor’s
Demand—Supply Mismatch Cost
In this section. the costs associated in the newsvendor model with demand supply mis
matches are identified, then two approaches are outlined for evaluating the expected
demand supply mismatch cost. and finally sve show how to minimize those costs. For
ease of exposition. we use the shorthand term ,nis,natcli cost to reFer to the “expected
demand supply mismatch cost.”
In the newss endor model, the mismatch cost is divided into two components: the cost
of ordering too much and the cost of ordering too little. Ordering too much means there is
leftos er ins entorv at the end of the season. Ordering too little means there are lost sales.
The cost for each unit of leftos er ins entory is the os erage cost, ss hich we label C The cost
for each lost sale is the underage cost, which we label r (See Chapter II for the original
discussion of these costs.) Therefore, the mismatch cost in the nesvsvendor model is the
sum of the expected overage cost and the expected underage cost:
Mismatch cost

—

(C,, X Expected leftover inventory)
(C 1< Expected lost sales)

(12.1)

Notice that the mismatch cost includes both a tangible cost Ueftover ins entors ) and an
intangible opportunity cost (lost sales). The ibriner has a direct impact on the profit and
loss statement, but the latter does not. Nes ertheless, the opportunity cost of lost sales
should not be ignored.
Not only does equation (12.1) pros ide us with the definition of the mismatch cost,
it also provides its with our first method for evaluating the mismatch cost because we
already know how to evaluate the expected leftoser insentory and the expected lost sales
(from Chapter 11). Let’s illustrate this method svith O’Neill’s I Iaminer 3 2 wetsuit. The
Hammer has a selling price of SI $0 and a purchase cost from the TEC Group of S 110.
S7t) per lost sale. Leftos er inventory is
SilO
Therefore. the underage cost is SI 80
S20 per ssetsuit left at
590
sold at a 50 percent discount. so the os erage cost is SI 10
the end of the season. The expected profit—maximizing order quantity is 4.101 units. Using
—
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